Evidence for spatially local computations underlying discrimination of periodic patterns in fovea and periphery.
Human visual sensitivity for discriminating between, on the one hand stimuli composed of components (F) and (F + 3F) (compound detection), and on the other hand (F + 3F) and (F - 3F) (phase discrimination), was measured as a function both of stimulus contrast and eccentricity. Performance under these particular conditions was found to depend upon whether the (F) or (3F) component was dominant in the pattern. When the (F) component was high in contrast, visual performance was well modelled by an edge-blur discrimination, whereas when the (3F) component was high in contrast, visual performance was well modelled by a contrast discrimination involving local spatial features within each waveform. These conclusions were valid for both foveal and peripheral vision. The finding that these suprathreshold compound stimuli are discriminated on the basis of the local spatial features, and not on differences in their phase spectra as previously thought, allows a reinterpretation of the importance of phase coding in normal vision and of the selective loss of these discriminations that have been previously reported for peripheral vision and in amblyopia.